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S4 segments move back and forth freely in response anlage. In the early postnatal period, a massive expan-
sion of the pool of EGL precursor cells occurs, generat-to voltage changes, oblivious to whether the channel
ing some 108 mature granule neurons in the cerebellarprotein is open or inactivated. In the two other domains,
cortex.once the S4 segments have moved outward upon depo-
Several classes of mechanisms, each involving cell±larization, they become immobilized by the conforma-
cell interactions, have previously been proposed to reg-tional change leading to the inactivated state. This pic-
ulate the number of granule cells. 3H-thymidine incorpo-ture, far more detailed than could have been achieved
ration studies on purified EGL cells revealed robustby electrophysiological measurements alone, is the first
proliferation in the absence of mitogens, suggesting anmechanistic fruit of the new site-specific optical tech-
autocrine signal among granule precursor cells (Gao etniques applied to ion channels.
al., 1991). A role for Purkinje cell±granule cell interactions
was suggested by cell ablation studies (Smeyne et al.,
1995) and by analyses of mutant mice, including a num-Christopher Miller
ber of Purkinje cell degeneration mutations (CavinessDepartment of Biochemistry
and Rakic, 1978).Howard Hughes Medical Institute
Previously, a role for Shh in regulating granule cellBrandeis University
growth and development was suggested by studies ofWaltham, Massachusetts 02454
patched (ptc). Ptc is a component of the receptor com-
plex that transduces Shh signaling (Ingham et al., 1991).
In the absence of Shh, Ptc binds to and inhibits the sig-Selected Reading
naling component of the complex, smoothened. When
Shh binds to Ptc, it causes a dissociation and disinhibi-Armstrong, C.M., and Bezanilla, F. (1977). J. Gen. Physiol. 70,
567±590. tion of smoothened and induction of a signaling cascade
Cha, A., Ruben, P.C., George, A.L., Jr., Fujimoto, E., and Bezanilla, for proliferation. Thus, loss of Ptc function leads to a
F. (1999). Neuron 22, this issue, 73±87. sustained activity of smoothened and deregulated pro-
Chahine, M., George, A.L., Jr., Zhou, M., Ji, S., Sun, W., Barchi, R.L., liferation. Consistent with a role for Shh in cerebellar
and Horn, R. (1994). Neuron 12, 281±294. development, mutations in ptc have been related to the
Hodgkin, A.L., and Huxley, A.F. (1952). J. Physiol. (Lond.) 117, development of medulloblastomas (a devastating tumor
500±544. thought to arise in granule cell precursors) in humans
Liu, Y., Holmgren, M., Jurman, M.E., and Yellen, G. (1997). Neuron and mice (Goodrich et al., 1997). In the paper in this
19, 175±184. issue by Wechsler-Reya and Scott, the authors demon-
Mannuzzu, L.M., Moronne, M.M., and Isacoff, E.Y. (1996). Science strate that Shh is produced in the Purkinje cell layer,
271, 213±216. with components of the Shh pathway, ptc and ptc2, as
West, J.W., Patton, D.E., Scheuer, T., Wang, Y., Goldin, A.L., and well as the transcription factors gli1 and gli2 (Ham-
Catterall, W.A. (1992). Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 89, 10910±10914. merschmidt et al., 1997), abundant in EGL cells (see
Yang, N., and Horn, R. (1995). Neuron 15, 213±218. figure), and they propose that Shh signaling acts to
control the number of granule cells as the cerebellar
circuitry is forming.
3H-thymidine incorporation studies in cultures of puri-
fied granule neurons demonstrate that Shh provides a
mitogenic signal to EGL cells in this period, stimulatingExpansion of CNS
the rapid proliferation of the cells. With this assay, Wech-Precursor Pools: sler-Reya and Scoti show that Shh is 100-fold more
potent than previously reported granule cell mitogensA New Role for Sonic Hedgehog
and indicate that the action of Shh is dose dependent,
with maximal growth stimulation at 3 mg/ml. Thus, the
authors propose that Shh provides a signal that bulks
The circuitry of the cerebellar cortex is remarkably sim- out the EGL precursor pool from a thin layer of cells into
ple, with just two principal neurons, the Purkinje cell a robust proliferative zone some 8±10 cells in depth.
and the granule cell. The high ratio of granule cells to 3H-thymidine incorporation studies also revealed the
Purkinje cells, z200:1 in the mouse, provides a finely surprising fact that basic fibroblast growth factor (bFGF)
controlled neural system for motor coordination and mitigates the effect of Shh on granule cell growth. In
balance. In this issue of Neuron, Wechsler-Reya and the presence of both bFGF and Shh, far less growth
Scott (1999) present evidence that Sonic Hedgehog stimulation was seen. This is consistent with prior stud-
(Shh), produced by Purkinje cells, is the mitogen that ies showing a role for bFGF in the differentiation of
controls granule cell number. granule cells (Hatten et al., 1988; Tao et al., 1996) and
The granule neuron arises through an unusual devel- suggests that bFGF may regulate the action of Shh.
opmental scheme. Born along the dorsal aspect of the To show that Shh acts in situ, the authors treated
epithelium lining the fourth ventricle in a zone called the tissue slices with Shh and monitored the number of
rhombic lip, granule cell precursors move away from BrdU-labeled cells. Whereas labeled cells in control tis-
the classical germinal zone onto the surface of the devel- sue slices exited the zone by migration along the radial
oping cerebellar anlage and form a displaced germinal glial fibers, labeled cells in treated slices were localized
zone (Miale and Sidman, 1961). By birth, this external to the EGL. This suggested that the granule cell precur-
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Model for the Action of Sonic Hedgehog in Cerebellar Development
Sonic Hedgehog (Shh) is produced by Purkinje neurons during the
developmental stage when they are extending their dendritic tree LIMitless Combinations?
and beginning to form synaptic connections with the axons of gran-
ule neurons. Granule cell precursors bind Shh via the protein
Patched (Ptc), which releases Ptc's inhibition of smoothened and
induces a cascade of signals leading to proliferation. Granule cells During development, motor neurons project their axons
later exit the cell cycle, extend neurites, and form synaptic connec-
to a large variety of targets. In vertebrate embryos, thesetions with Purkinje cells. Thus, Purkinje cells appear to control the
targets include branchial arch±derived muscles, axialnumber of granule cells entering the cerebellar circuit.
and body wall muscles, limb muscles, and autonomic
ganglia. Different kinds of targets are innervated by mo-
tor neurons that occupy distinct rostrocaudal and dorso-status. The final proof of a role for Shh was provided
by studies with blocking antibodies against Shh (Ericson ventral positions within the central nervous system. For
example, cell bodies of motor neurons that innervateet al., 1996). When hybridoma cells secreting blocking
antibodies were injected into animals in the early post- axial muscles lie in medial positions of the ventral spinal
cord, whereas motor neurons that innervate limb mus-natal period, the mitotic zone of the EGL thinned from
8±10 cells to 2±3 cells deep. These studies provided cles are located more laterally at the levels of the fore-
limb and hindlimb (Tsuchida et al., 1994). Stereotypedevidence that Shh functions in the expansion of the pool
of neuronal precursor cells in the EGL. relationships between motor neurons and targets also
exist for invertebrate embryos: in Drosophila melano-In this paper, we see the first evidence for the molecu-
lar basis of a signaling loop between Purkinje cells and gaster, motor neurons that occupy characteristic posi-
tions within the ventral nerve cord (VNC) project axonsgranule cells that may act to control the number of gran-
ule neurons. This is a remarkable finding, because it to particular abdominal body wall muscles (Landgraf et
al., 1997).suggests that the control of the formation of neural cir-
cuits commences much earlier than previously imagined. Motor neurons that have common cell body positions
and axon projections also express common genes. InWhereas previous models held that neuronal number
is controlled by programmed cell death after synaptic particular, subclasses of vertebrate motor neurons ex-
press cell type±specific combinations of genes encod-connections form, Wechsela-Reya and Scott show that
Purkinje cells control the number of granule cells gener- ing homeodomain transcription factors of the LIM family
(LIM-HD) (Tsuchida et al., 1994; Appel et al., 1995). Inated during neurogenesis, the first step of development.
The timing of Purkinje cell and granule cell differentia- addition to the homeodomain, this class of proteins is
characterized by cysteine-rich LIM domains, which me-tion, with the Purkinje cell maturing just prior to the
granule cell, is therefore key to cerebellar development. diate protein±protein interactions (Dawid et al., 1998).
LIM-HD proteins play important roles in pattern forma-At present, the mechanisms that control Shh expression
in Purkinje cells, as well as expression of the Shh signal- tion and cell fate decisions during development (Way
and Chalfie, 1988; Shawlot and Behringer, 1995), whiching pathway in the granule cell precursors, are unknown.
Unraveling this mechanism promises important insights raises the possibility that distinct combinations of LIM-
HD proteins serve as a code to specify subclasses ofon the development of the cerebellar cortex.
motor neurons and promote axon pathway selection.
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